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Rezumat. Din punct de vedere arheoastronomic, cultura Monteoru se distinge prin diversitatea 
riturilor funerare folosite (depunerea decedatului într-o poziție culcată, cu diferite grade de chir-
cire, precum și extrem de chircit, așa numit "în pachet") și prin varietatea alinierilor cadavrelor 
după mișcarea Soarelui venerat. În concluzie, în cultura Monteoru cultul solar este prezent și 
în ritualul funerar special, unde Soarele ar putea fi considerat de comunitate, la fel ca în peri-
oada neolitică, ca fiind izvor al vieții, susținător al acesteia, sursă de lumină. 
 
Cuvinte cheie: arheoastronomie, antropologie, cultura Monteoru, orientare, cultul Soarelui. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
In this contribution, we will use the information provided by the published 

archaeological and anthropological research about two cemeteries of the Monteoru 
Culture, in order to infer some archaeoastronomical data.  

The Sărata-Monteoru village (Merei commune, Buzău County, RO) is placed 
at an altitude of 86 m in an intracolinic depression drained by the Sărata river, located 
on a flank of Istrița Hill at the southeastern end of the Subcarpathians Curvature, in an 
area covered by rich vegetation and sheltered from winds. The climate of the depres-
sion is temperate-continental with hot and sunny summers, precipitation and fog being 
reduced. In this area, oil exists in the basement at shallow depths, and groundwater also 
has a high content of oil, bromine, iodine, salt. These waters are, however, used for 
medicinal treatments; they flow from 15 springs throughout the depression.  

Geologically, the area belongs to the ridge Istrița (700 m) - Dealul Mare (550 
m) - Ceptura (300 m), elongated east-west on an anticline. The resort being situated 
in the axial area of the respective zone, in a buttonhole where sediments appear up to 
date. They allow the circulation of groundwater with a high degree of mineralization 
and, which are highlighted by springs - mostly ascending, related to the faults that af-
fect the Miocene deposits. These springs generally appear at the base of the slopes, on 
either side of the Sărata brook1. 

                                                      
1 Lahovari et alii, 1901. 
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The Cetăţuia Hill settlement is located on the La Prag spot, on Cetăţuia Hill, 
at the entrance of the Sărata-Monteoru resort from Merei, on the right. It was discovered 
in 1895 by the military architect Eduard HONZIK, an amateur archaeologist, who then 
coordinated the construction of the spa and leisure complex of the Monteoru family, 
the nucleus of the resort. The settlement includes a rich archaeological complex of Neo-
lithic and Bronze Age settlements, completed with cemeteries from the same period, 
as well as material remains from the early Hallstatt (the first Iron Age), the Geto-Dacian 
period, the fourth century A.D. (see Fig. 1).  

   
Fig. 1. Sărata-Monteoru and Pietroasa Mică burial grounds  

of the Monteoru culture2. 

The Pietroasa Mică necropolis also belongs to the Monteoru Culture – phase 
IIb Bălinteşti, or Monteoru III by Alexandru OANCEA3. This is located on Dogaru Hill, 
situated in the Curvature Pericarpathian Hills. On the Coasta Banului Hill, North-East 
from the village, the river Urgoaia had carved its riverbed and delimited two hills, one 
to the left, named Gorăniştea and one to the right, named Dogaru (Fig. 1). On this lat-
ter one, during the planting of some trees, the Pietroasa Mică - large Bronze Age ne-
cropolis was discovered, comprising 64 burials. These were excavated in the archae-
ological campaigns carried out between 1976‒'78 by archaeologist Al. Oancea4. 

Further on, Cemetery no. 3 from Săratata-Monteoru5 is situated on Leagănul 
Hill, NW from Cetățuia Hill. The Neolithic area on Cetățuia Hill was discovered in 1895 
by the same E. Honzik. This hill is located at the entrance opposite to Monteoru Chap-
el. Leagănul Hill is surrounded by hills with heights between 200 and 400 m: in the 
North direction we find the 300 m high hill, in the East direction the 300 m high hill, 
the 250 m high one in SSE, the 450 m high one in SSV, the Istrița peak, with a height 
of 700 m, can be found in SW, in WSW is to be seen Dealul Mare with a height of 
550 m, in the W direction a hill of 200 m height nearby, in NW a hill with a height of 
400 m (see the map on Fig. 2). 

                                                      
2 Images source: Google Map. 
3 Oancea, 1981. 
4 Oancea, 1981. 
5 Comșa, 1981. 
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Fig. 2. The map with hilltops around Sarata-Monteoru.  

2. Archaeological data 
The mentioned burial grounds from Pietroasa Mică comprised a large number 

of skeletons with slight, up to stressed crouching, or even "package" ones, two skele-
tons in a supine position (Burial no. 18 and 21, both in the 2nd Horizon6), but also two 
others of cremation (Burials no. 30 and 35), both latter ones belonging to infants II 
individuals and coming from two different archaeological horizons, the first one in the 
1st Horizon and the second in the 2nd Horizon).  

The "package" burials are a kind of graves which contain extremely crouched 
skeletons. They surely must have been tied very strong, in order to keep the knees of 
the individual in front of its mouth. Their main characteristic is the parallel position of 
the long bones of the arms and legs (Fig. 3). Of course, this treatment is an expression 
of the symbolic language and messages used by some of the prehistoric populations. 
What we have to point out here is the fact that not every skeleton could have been sub-
mitted to such treatment.  

The respective individuals, besides some social, economic, political or religious 
reasons, might have had some morphological characters, meaning that they must have  

                                                      
6 See Table nr. 2. 
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Fig. 3. A "package" burial 

from Pietroasa Mică (no. 22)7. 

been also thin, in order to allow such an extreme 
crouching. This position was inappropriate for 
those with obesity, or even for fat ones. 

In Romania, this kind of burial was named 
"package" burial by Alexandru OANCEA8, who 
had found a series of skeletons of this type, dated 
in the Bronze Age. This shows that the respective 
skeletons looked like being pleated, to fit into a 
package (Fig. 3).  

The vertical stratigraphy could not be used 
for dating the necropolis from Pietroasa Mică (Bu-
zău County). This was the reason why, for doing 
that, the author of this find, archaeologist Al. Oan-
cea had distributed the burials in the cemetery on 
three successive horizons (Fig. 4) by considering 
the funerary ritual, the adornments, pottery, metal 
items and weapons, and assigned the cemetery to 
the Monteoru II.b phase of the Monteoru Culture 
(and phase Monteoru III by Oancea). 

In the following three tables we present 
some important data about the 64 burials from Pie-
troasa Mică necropolis divided into those three ho- 

rizons. 

 
Fig. 4. The three archaeological horizons of burials as interpreted  

by Al. Oancea9. 
                                                      
7 Oancea, 1981, p. 152, fig. 12. 
8 Oancea, 1981. 
9 Oancea, 1981, p. 137, Fig. 2.2. 
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Table 1. Burials in the 1st Horizon from Pietroasa Mică10. 

Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position 
of the 

skeleton 

Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

1. Individual 1 F LC 0.30 
WNW 275° 
‒ESE 95° 

275 

2. Individual 2 F MC 0.70 
WNW 285° 
‒ESE 105° 

285 

3. Individual 3 F LC 0.45 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

4. Individual 4 F LC 0.75 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

5. Individual 5 Cd LC 0.70 
WNW 294° 
‒ESE 114° 

294 

6. Individual 6 M LC 0.60 
NNW 345° 
‒SSE 165° 

345 

7. Individual 7 M LC 0.95 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

8. Individual 9 M LC 0.85 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

9. Individual 10 F MC 0.10 
NNW 327 
‒SSE 147° 

327 

10. Individual 11 M LC 1.00 
NNW 330° 
‒SSE 150° 

330 

11. Individual 12 F LC 1.06 
NNW 331° 
‒SSE 151° 

331 

12. Individual 13 F LC 0.60 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

13. Individual 16 F DS  
Head towards 

WNW 
315 

14. Individual 35  Cremated ? ? ? 

15. Individual 36 F LC 0.80 
WSW 245° 
‒ENE 60° 

245 

16. Individual 47 Cd ? 0.20 
ENE 60°‒

WSW 240° 
60 

17. Individual 48 Cd ? 0.15 
WNW 315° 
‒ESE 135° 

315 

18. Individual 49 F LC 0.10 
WNW 300° 
‒ESE 120° 

300 

19. Individual 50  *11 0.20   

20. Individual 52 F LC 0.40 
NNW 333° 
‒SSE 153° 

333 

                                                      
10 Source of the Tables no. 1‒3 is Oancea, 1981, p. 186-191. 
11 A special type of burial with a human lower molar, a pig phalanx with traces of wear, and an 
instrument made of an ovicaprine metatarsus. 
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Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position 
of the 

skeleton 

Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

21. Individual 53 M LC 0.20 
WSW 240° 
‒ENE 60° 

240 

22. Individual 54 Cd LC 0.20 
W 270° 
‒E 900 

270 

23. Individual 55 M DS    

24. Individual 56 M DS 0.15 
W 270° 
‒E 90° 

270 

25. Individual 64  DS 0.10 ?  

Table 2. Burials in the 2nd Horizon from Pietroasa Mică10. 

Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position 
of the 

skeleton 

Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

1. Individual 8 M LC 0.85 
WNW 291°? 

300°‒ESE 
111°? 120° 

291? 300 

2. Individual 15 F MC 0.80 
WNW 300° 

‒ESE 120° 
300 

3. Individual 17 Cd Ds 0.25 
WNW 315° 

‒ESE 135° 
315 

4. Individual 18 F S 0.80 
WNW 285° 

‒ESE 105° 
285 

5. Individual 19 F LC 0.40 W 270°‒E 90° 270 
6. Individual 20 F MC 0.40 W 270°‒E 90° 270 

7. Individual 21 F 
S, with 

flexed legs 
0.70 

WNW 275° 

‒ESE 95° 
275 

8. Individual 30 ? C ? ? ? 

9. Individual 31 F LC 1.00 
WNW 280° 

‒ESE 100° 
280 

10. Individual 32 Cd ? ? 
WSW 240° 

‒ENE 60° 
240 

11. Individual 33 M LC 0.15 
NNW 350° 

‒ESE 170° 
350 

12. Individual 34 M MC 0.67 
WNW 285° 

‒ESE 105° 
285 

13. Individual 35  C    

14. Individual 37 M LC 0.30 
WNW 280° 

‒ESE 100° 
280 

15. Individual 38 M MC 0.50 N‒S 0 

16. Individual 39 Cd ? 0.40 

Any descrip-
tion or plan of 

the burial 
published 
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Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position 
of the 

skeleton 

Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

17. Individual 40 F 

LC –
possible 

"package" 
burial by 

Chicideanu 

0.80 
WNW 280° 

‒ESE 100° 
280 

18. Individual 41 M LC 0.40 W 270°‒E 90° 270 

19. Individual 42 M LC 0.25 
NNW 350° 

‒SSE 170° 
350 

20. Individual 43 M LC 0.20 W 270°‒E 90° 270 

21. Individual 44 M LC 0.30 
NNW 320° 

‒SSE 140° 
320 

22 Individual 45 F LC 0.40 
NNW 350° 

‒SSE 170° 
350 

23. Individual 46 Cd 

P, possible 
"package" 
burial by 

Chicideanu 

0.35 
WNW 300° 

‒ESE 120° 
300 

Table 3. Burials in the 3rd Horizon from Pietroasa Mică10. 

Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

1. Double 22 a 
M 
M 

P 0.40 
ENE 60° 

‒WSW 240° 
60 

2.  22b M P    
3. Individual 23 M MC 0.35 E 90°‒W 270° 90 

4. Individual 24 M P 0.25 
NNE 20°? 45° 

‒SSW 200°? 
225° 

20? 45 

5. Individual 25 M LC 0.25 
NNE 45° 

‒SSW 225° 
45 

6. Individual 26 Cd P 0.30 
ENE 55° 

‒WSW 235° 
55 

7. Individual 27 F 
P on the 
back or 
left side 

0.20 
NNE 45° 

‒SSW 225° 
45 

8. Individual 28 M 
P on the 
back or 
left side 

0.25 
ENE 75° 

‒WSW 255° 
75 

9. Individual 29 M P 0.20 
ENE 50° 

‒WSW 230° 
50 

10. Individual 57 M P 0.10 
NNE 30° 

‒SSW 210° 
30 
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Nr. 
Crt. 

Type of 
burial 

Burial 
no. 

Sex Position Depth 
of the 

pit [cm] 

Orientation Head 
towards 
azimuth 

11. Individual 58 Cd P 0.10 
NNE 24° 

‒204° 
24 

12. Individual 59 M 
DS 

skeleton 
0.10 ?  

13. Individual 60 M P 0.10 
ENE 80° 

‒WSW 260° 
80 

14. Individual 61 M ? 0.10 
ENE 55° 

‒WSW 235° 
55 

15. Individual 62 Cd DS ? ? ? 

16. Individual 63 M P 0.20 
ENE 60° 

‒WSW 240° 
60 

 

Abbreviations: C - crouched, Cd - child, DS - destroyed, F - female, LC - largely 
                             crouched,  M - male, MC - medium crouched, P - package, S - supine. 

To this chronology and evolution scheme of the necropolis, some immediate 
reactions had appeared, that criticized them12, as well as the so-called Petrişoru-Raco-
viţeni cultural aspect advanced by Al. Oancea for the group of "package" burials.  

Ion MOTZOI-CHICIDEANU had considered that there was no sufficient ar-
chaeological evidence, in order to document the real existence of those three horizons 
defined by Oancea and, consequently, his analysis of the cemetery “is not convincing”13. 

Table 4. The presence of disturbed burials in the necropolis from Pietroasa Mică14. 

Horizon I 
Nr. 
crt. 

No. of 
the Burial 

Disturbed 
Yes/No 

Position of 
the skeleton 

Observations 

1. 2  P  
2. 16 Yes MC  
3. 36 Yes MC  
4. 47 Yes MC  
5. 49 Yes MC  
6. 52  SC  
7. 53‒54 Yes MC  

Horizon II 
9. 14 Yes MC  

10. 17 Yes Destroyed It was found just the skull 
11. 32 Yes MC  
12. 42 Yes LC  
13. 45 Yes LC  

                                                      
12 Florescu, Florescu, 1983, p. 112-123. 
13 Motzoi-Chicideanu, 2011, p. 407. 
14 As considered by I. Motzoi-Chicideanu (Motzoi-Chicideanu, 2011, p. 408). 
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Regarding the skeletons, I. Motzoi-Chicideanu had interpreted some of the 
burials as being disturbed (see Table 4).  

He had rightfully stressed the necessity that, in the case of the "package" buri-
als, the anatomical connection of those individuals should be always analyzed and 
specified in the archaeological description, because, otherwise, a reburial could be 
misinterpreted as being a "package" burial. Anyway, the mentioned archaeologist had 
considered that the respective skeletons, with the so-called "package" burials would 
have been “a group characterized by a different funerary behaviour”15. But, this was 
an assumption based upon the idea of Laurenţia GEORGESCU: “considering the com-
pared anthropological analysis, there is a unity amongst the human communities from 
Sărata Monteoru, Pietroasa Mică, Cioinagi-Bălinteşti and Poiana”16. In our opinion, 
they might be also an alogeneour group. Further on, in Table 5, we provide some data 
about 10 burials from the necropolis no. 3 uncovered at Sărata-Monteoru17.  

Table 5. Discovered skeletons in Necropolis no. 3 and some of their 
archaeological and astronomical information 

 Sex Age 
Orien-
tation 

X 
axis 

Y axis Symmetry 
Heigh 

[m] 
Grave 
goods 

Ves-
sels 

M1 F A 138 6.5; 5.5 7; 5 NS/M6 1.68 
Bronze 

ring 2 

M2 F T 202 12.5; 5.5 13; 6 NS/M10 1.67 
Bronze 

ring 
Beads 

2 

M3 C C 90 14; 6.5 13; 6 E ‒ ‒ 1 

M4 F ‒ ‒ 11; 5 12; 5.5 SomSol ‒ 
Golden 

ring 0 

M5 F T 323 9; 4.5 9.5; 3.5 NS/M7 1.50 

Golden 
ring, 

beads, 
golden 
spiral 

0 

M6 M A 220 7.5; 4.5 8; 5 NS/M1 1.84 ‒ 0 

M7 M M 37 6; 3.5 6.5; 4.5 NS/M5 1.75 ‒ 2 

M8 F O 115 3.5; 4 4.5, 3.5 EW/M9 1.64 
Bronze 

ring 2 

M9 M O 65 2; 7.2 3; 8 EW/M8 1.80 Axe 1 

M10 M? T 157 2.2; 5 3; 4 NS/M2 1.57 ‒ 1 
 

Abbreviations: A - adult, C - child, M - middle-ages adult, O - older adult,  
                          SomSol - Sommer Solstice, T - teenager. 

                                                      
15 Motzoi-Chicideanu, 2011, p. 408-409. 
16 Georgescu, 1992, p. 79. 
17 Comșa, 1981. 
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3. Anthropological data 
The study in this domain was done by Laurenţia GEORGESCU. She had men-

tioned the poor preservation degree of the skeletons. It was interesting that she had 
noted the largest mortality amongst men in this cemetery, with 58.12%, followed by 
women, with 28.12%, and children, with 18.75%18. Normally, there is a rather clear 
balance between women and men in a cemetery and their percentage in the compo-
sition of a cemetery is rather close, as it happened at Sărata-Monteoru or Cioinagi-
Balinteşti. The larger mortality of men at Pietroasa Mică was connected by L. Geor-
gescu with the inter- or intra-tribal conflicts19.  

I. Motzoi-Chicideanu had pointed out that the anthropological analysis had 
emphasized an awkward situation, which was the absence of the female individuals 
in the third horizon of burials, as we will see in the following table. 

Table 6. Sex and age repartition of the burials from Pietroasa Mică20. 
Fune-
rary 
hori-
zon21 

Men Women Children X Total Obs 

 No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %  

I 10 40 11 44 3 12 1 4 25 38.46  

II 10 41.68 7 29.16 7 21.16 ‒ ‒ 24 36.93 22 

III 14 87.50 ‒ ‒ 2 12.50 ‒ ‒ 16 24.61  

Total 34 52.30 18 27.70 12 18.50 1 1.50 65 100  
 

He had also distinguished a lot of mistakes, which he could notice in the pub-
lished anthropological paper, especially with regard to the age distribution in the ceme-
tery, but sometimes even with regard to the sex of the individuals. Among many others, 
for instance, burial no. 27 was assigned by L. Georgescu to a female in her published 
data in 198123, while in 1992, in her final anthropological paper, the same individual 
was a male. 

Regarding the anthropological data, we could say that the mentioned analysis 
was published with a lot of objectionable aspects. We could point out here that, both 
the funerary behaviour and the anthropological component of the study regarding the 
necropolis from Pietroasa Mică are not very reliable. Even from the beginning, it was 
mentioned the bad condition of the skeletons. In the male group, for instance, there 
were mentioned predominantly mezocranian skulls, most of them assigned to this cat-
egory just by morphological examination, one of them being considered a "brachy-

                                                      
18 Georgescu, 1992, p. 73. 
19 Georgescu, 1992, p. 75. 
20 Considering the anthropological study of L. Georgescu and archaeological horizons estab-
lished by Al. Oancea (Motzoi-Chicideanu, 2011, p. 409, Tabelul nr. 2). 
21 Oancea, 1981. 
22 B. nos. 30 and 35 were cremation ones. 
23 L. Georgescu in the anthropological data included in Oancea, 1981, p. 188.  
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cranian", with an index of 79.824. In fact, if the measurements are well done, this later 
case belongs to the mezocranian category, at its upper limit, indeed, towards the brachy-
cranian one. In the female cases, it is mentioned a mezo-brachycranian case (also with 
an index of 79.825) which is a mezocranian individual.  

There are many other examples of this kind but, we will not insist upon them. 
Anyway, it is a pity that no individual data was published for each burial and we had 
no access to the skeletons, or to their anthropological documentation, which is hosted 
by the "Francisc Rainer" Institute of Anthropology in Bucharest. By the variability, 
which appeared for the mandibles, but also for the stature of the skeletons, we could 
realize that the respective series is not homogeneous at all, as mentioned by Georgescu. 
In this sense could also plead the cranial data, not to mention the funerary ritual, which 
included supine skeletons, others with various degrees of crouching, but also crema-
tion burials, which, in our opinion, would indicate a mixture of populations.  

4. Archaeoastronomical data 
Alexandru OANCEA had rendered the orientation of the skeletons in the ne-

cropolis from Pietroasa Mică in a graph, which is presented in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Skeleton orientation in the necropolis from Pietroasa Mică26. 

                                                      
24 Georgescu, 1992, p. 77. 
25 Georgescu, 1992, p. 76. 
26 apud Oancea, 1981, p. 137, Fig. 2.1. 
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Table 7. "Single" orientated burials in the necropolis from Pietroasa Mică. 

Nr. 
crt. 

Burial 
no. 

Position of 
the deceased 

Sex or age 
category 

"Single" orientation 
measured from North 

Horizon I 
1. 4 LC F WNW 300°‒ESE 120° 

2. 5 LC Cd WNW 294°‒ESE 114° 

3. 6 S M NNW 345°‒SSE 165° 

4. 10 LC F NNW 327°‒SSE 147° 

5. 11 LC M NNE 330°‒SSE 150° 

6. 12 LC F NNW 331°‒SSE 151° 

7. 13 LC F WNW 300°‒ESE 120° 

8. 18 S F WNW 285°‒ESE 105° 

9. 36 LC F WSW 245°‒ENE 60° 

10. 52 LC F NNW 333°‒SSE 153° 

Horizon II 
11. 44 LC M NNW 320°‒SSE 140° 

Horizon III 
12. 23 MC M E 90°‒W 270° 

13. 28 DP M ENE 75°‒VSV 255° 

14. 29 P M ENE 50°‒VSV 230° 

15. 57 P M NNE 30°‒SSW 210° 

16. 58 SC Cd NNE 24°‒SSW204° 

17. 60 P M ENE 80°‒WSW 260° 

Table 8. Two or multiple burials with one orientation in the necropolis from 
               Pietroasa Mică.  

Nr. 
crt. 

Burial 
no. 

Horizon 
no. 

Position of 
the deceased 

Sex or age 
category 

“Single” orientation 
measured from North 

1. 1 
21 

I 
II 

LC  
S 

F 
F 

WNW 275°‒ESE 95° 

2. 2 
34 

I 
II 

LC  
MC 

F 
M 

WNW 285°‒ESE 105° 

 53 
32 

I MC M 
Cd 

WSW 240°‒ENE 60° 

3. 3 
7 

49 
46 

I 
I 
I 
II 

LC  
LC 
LC 
SC 

F 
M 
F 

Cd 

WNW 300°‒ESE 120° 
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Nr. 
crt. 

Burial 
no. 

Horizon 
no. 

Position of 
the deceased 

Sex or age 
category 

“Single” orientation 
measured from North 

4. 9 
8 

15 

I 
II 
II 

LC 
LC 
LC 

M 
M 
F 

WNW 300°‒ESE 120° 

5. 47 
22a‒b 

63 

I 
III 
III 

? 
P, P 

P 

Cd 
M, M 

M 

ENE 60°‒WSW 240° 
 

6. 48 
17 

I 
II 

? 
DS 

Cd 
Cd 

WNW 315°‒ESE 135° 

7. 54 
56 
19 
20 
41 
43 

I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 

LC 
DS 
LC 
LC 
LC 
LC 

Cd 
M 
F 
F 
M 
M 

W 270°‒E 90° 

8. 42 
45 

II 
II 

LC 
LC 

M 
F 

NNW 350°‒SSE 170° 

9. 24 
25 
27 

III 
III 
III 

P 
LC 
P 

M 
M 
F 

NNE 45°‒SSW 225° 

10. 26 
61 

III 
III 

P 
? 

Cd 
M 

ENE 55°‒WSW 235° 

 

Abbreviations: C - crouched, Cd - child, DP - dorsal package, DS - destroyed,  
                             F - female, LC - largely crouched,  M - male, MC - medium crouched, 
                             P - package, S - supine. 

When we take a look at the orientation of the burials27, we can see that some of 
the individuals had a "single" (meaning singular) orientation, when comparing them 
with the other burials in the cemetery.  

What is interesting to observe is the fact that some of the burials were done at 
the same moment, in one, or two, of the horizons. This, indeed, would question their 
real existence, as, if a difference in time would have existed, a difference in the moment 
of burials would have been also noticed. The burials with a "single" orientation are 
possible.  

If we take a look at the first two horizons of burials, there are no significant dif-
ferences (almost all of the skeletons had their heads oriented towards the West (see 
Fig. 6). The first of them was encompassed between 60 degrees (burial no. 47), 240 
degrees (burial no. 53) and 345 degrees (burial no. 6). For the second group there is 
a variation between 240 degrees (burial no. 32) and 360 degrees (burial no. 38).  

The third group, with the "package" burials, had the skeletons with their heads 
towards the East. The orientation for this last group had varied between 20 (?45) and 
75 degrees.  

                                                      
27 Comșa, 2006. 
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The summer solstice, at sunrise, was at around 55 degrees azimuth measured 
on the horizon from North, meaning that between about 20 degrees towards North and 
towards East from the summer solstice point were buried the "package" skeletons. 
Therefore, we could say that these people were interred around the summer solstice, 
at the sunrise. There are 10 men, a woman and 2 children.  

Those, who are more close to the North than the summer solstice point at sun-
rise, in other words, with azimuth smaller than 55 degrees, had an orientation that was 
not connected with the Sun’s position.  

The woman (2728), a child (26) and three men (24, 25 and 57) had fallen aut- 

 
Fig. 6. The solar arc and solstice point at Pietroasa Mică and the three 

horizons’ alignments without burials no. 32, 36 and 53. 

side the solar arc, while the other child (58) was right in the solstice direction, but none 
of these three provides us with any other interpretation.  

On the other hand, we mention that, if we could consider that burials no. 24, 
25, 26 and 27 would form a family and another one would be including the burials no. 
57 and 58, than the other men would be situated within the solar arc. 

Three of the burials, namely burials no. 32, 36 and 53, which had fallen towards 

                                                      
28 Burial number. 
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the winter solstice at sunset, were disturbed29, therefore, the entire cemetery was con-
nected with the summer solstice.  

Towards the period around the summer solstice at sunrise (azimuth 55 degrees) 
the "package" ones were oriented, while the others were aligned towards around sum-
mer solstice at sunset (azimuth 305 degrees). Some of them were within the solar arc, 
while others were outside of it. For instance, burials no. 52, 45, 42, 16, 17 were dis-
turbed (the given orientation shows that they fallen outside the solar arc).  

The others, burials no. 6, 10, 11, 12, 33, 44, fell outside the solar arc to the West 
(with larger azimuth than 305 degrees and are not mentioned as being archaeologi-
cally disturbed). Burial no. 38 belonging to a male was oriented exactly to the North, 
the same as the Burzahom "healer" from India30 that we had previously studied.  

As we can see, the distribution of skeletons’ orientation clearly shows two cul-
minations, one at the summer solstice, at sunrise, and one at the summer solstice at 
sunset (Fig. 7). 

Investigating the astronomical orientation at Cemetery No. 3 from Sărata-Mon-
teoru31, we discovered an interesting orientation method and we defined it as the sym-
metrical orientation concerning the main axes, specifically the orientation in pairs.  

 
Fig. 7. Alignments’ distribution of the skeletons from  

Pietroasa Mică necropolis32. 
                                                      
29 Motzoi-Chicideanu, 2011. 
30 Szücs-Csillik, Comşa, Sankhyan, 2015; Comșa, Szücs-Csillik, 2018. 
31 Comșa, 1981. 
32 Note the peaks around azimuths 50 and 300 degrees, the summer solstice points at sunrise 
and at sunset. 
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We observed several burial pairs orientated symmetrically along the main axes. 
This phenomenon of orientation in pairs is really interesting as long as this kind of 
alignment could show the nature-oriented belief or consciousness of the ancient people 
from Sărata-Monteoru. 

The discovered symmetric burial pairs are M533‒M7, M2‒M10, M6‒M1 pairs 
along the NS axis and M9‒M8 pairs along the EW axis34 (Fig. 8).  

Two burials are aligned along main axes, namely M4 was directed to the rising 
Sun at Summer solstice and M3 was headed to the East (Fig. 8).  

Let us mention, that in the Neolithic time the regular watching of the sky was 
a vital preoccupation for agricultural communities35. We can also remark, that astro-
nomical knowledge raising due to the needs of the agricultural societies to predict the 
beginning of the seasons using the rising or setting of some special bright stars36.  

 
Fig. 8. The skeletons’ distribution and the solar arc elaborated for Cemetery 

No. 3 from Sărata-Monteoru (SS - summer solstice, WS - winter solstice). 

                                                      
33 Burial number. 
34 Szücs-Csillik, Comșa, 2012. 
35 Maxim, Szücs-Csillik, 2003. 
36 For example, in Egypt, the heliacal rising of the Sirius star (see Schaeffer, 2000). 
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We can indicate that the use of the hilltops on the horizon for alignment record-
ing is also possible (marking solstice, equinox, cardinal points etc. directions). Notable 
are the burnt stones, slabs present in some graves and around some skeletons.  

Moreover, we modelled numerically the cemetery no. 3 from Sărata- Monte-
oru to see how were the pairs distributed into the cemetery (Fig. 9) if they were buried 
symmetrically in space also.  

From the spatial point of view, the location in the cemetery of the M1‒M6 pair 
is captivating for further investigation, because they are close to each other (Fig. 9). 
It is possible, that M1‒M6 and M5‒M7 pairs formed a family, and this is the reason 
why they were buried close in the middle of the excavated cemetery.  

The M8‒M9 burial pair were situated inside the solar arc (aligned with the Sun 
direction) and in the east part of the cemetery at some distance from each other, lo-
cated between them is the burial M10, which symmetrical pair M2 along the NS axis 
positioned in the western part of the cemetery. 

 
Fig. 9. The modelled map of the cemetery no. 3 with oriented positions. 

5. Conclusion 
In this contribution, we had used just the information provided by the pub-

lished archaeological and anthropological research about two cemeteries of the Mon-
teoru Culture, in order to infer some archaeoastronomical data.  

What we could really say is that we have just a piece of limited information 
but, most probably, the archaeological horizons established by Al. Oancea did not exist, 
as the archaeoastronomical study had shown that some of the burials were done at the 
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same time in different horizons and that there are no significant differences about the 
first and second horizon from this viewpoint.  

The first group (1st Horizon), seems to have been grouped around the winter 
solstices, at sunset. From 21 burials, 7 have azimuths between 305 and 345 degrees, 
falling outside the solar arc.  

The second group (2nd Horizon) is situated between West (270 degrees) and 
North (360 degrees). There are 21 burials in this group of which 5 fall outside the solar 
arc.  

A clear conclusion that could be drawn refers to the fact that this community 
had buried its dead around the summer solstice. Did they preserve their deceased per-
sons until those dates? No, it was not possible. Perhaps, they had some terrain marks. A 
clue in this sense could have been the Gorăniştea colline, on the left side of the Dogaru, 
as we have mentioned at the beginning of this contribution (see Fig. 1). This had surely 
influenced the solstice’s determination by that community. Another possibility would 
have been the one of making signs on the stones or raising pillars, and this might have 
also given some errors in the orientation of the burial. 

What we could say, for certain, is that the community had considered the sum-
mer solstice point towards East for the “package” burials (3rd Horizon) and towards 
West for the other two groups (without disturbed burials no. 32, 36, 53) as their ref-
erence and according to these, they made those burials. This was determined, of course, 
by their religious beliefs37. Therefore, they had no regular solar cult, in which they 
would have oriented their dead towards the Sun because the skeletons are not distrib-
uted inside of the solar arc38. This situation was even more complicated as long as 
they venerated the Sun on its culmination (summer solstice) and had grouped their 
deceased people around that spot at sunrise and at sunset too.  

This is an awkward situation, determined by the "package" burials. And, be-
cause we have here the Sun’s peak, we could go even further and think that these were 
not regular people, especially those in the "package" burials, having some special qual-
ities. They were also grouped towards a margin of the necropolis, being separated some-
how, from the others. This could also mean that they were not locals but, we could not 
say that for sure, as we have no reliable and individual anthropological data.  

At the Sărata-Monteoru necropolis, we discovered the symmetrical orientation, 
in pairs. Three pairs symmetric concerning the NS axis and one pair about the EW axis 
(Fig. 3). Moreover, four skeletons are oriented towards the sunrise, inside the eastern 
solar arc: M3 (autumn, or spring, equinox), M4 (summer solstice), M8 (before, or after 1 
month of winter solstice), M9 (before, or after 1 month from the summer solstice).  

We mention that those framed in the solar arc are adult people and one child 
(e.g. hierarchy, social protection after death)39. The use of the terrain markers, hilltops 
on the horizon and time markers is also possible (solstice, equinox, cardinal points). 
Notable are the burnt stones, slabs present in some graves and around some skeletons.  

                                                      
37 Chevalier, Gheerbrant, 1996; Eliade, 1991. 
38 Szücs-Csillik, Comşa 2017. 
39 Csillik et alii, 2004; Maxim et alii, 2002. 
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Orientation study shows the faith, belief, devotion of the ancient people from 
Monteoru culture. Burials’ with a Sun alignment express solar worship devotion. The 
place chosen for the cemetery surrounded by hilltops, water, salt, stone, indicate be-
liefs in the power of nature. The distinct sign could be observed in funeral customs 
between women burials (ring) - men burials (axe), concerning their occupation or in 
the role of mother/father.  

The major directions were very significant for every ancient people from all 
over the world. For the Monteoru people, these major directions were also important 
(NS, EW, SS - Sommer Solstice, SW - as sacred directions). Furthermore, in Sărata-
Monteoru necropolis we developed three groups of graves from the location point of 
view (Fig. 9): at the East (3 graves in a group), at the middle (4 graves in a group), and 
at West (3 graves in a group). 

We intend to continue this research in the necropolises from the Monteoru cul-
ture. In this way, for further archaeoastronomical studies some new avenues would be 
opened by the study of other skeletons and their burials.  
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